Course: Floral Morphology for Botanical Artists
Instructor: Bonnie Isaac
Instructor’s email: IsaacB@CarnegieMNH.Org

Supply List:

- Hand lens or loupe of some kind, 10 power ideal
- Lab book, such as a bound sketchbook, about 8x10”, OR blank or graph-paper insets in your class note looseleaf
- Pencils, such as the mechanical 0.3 or 0.5mm Pentels with leads in the HB to 2H range
- Soft eraser (kneaded or plastic)
- 6” see-through ruler with centimeter scale

Recommended references:

*Botany Illustrated*: Glimn-Lacey & Kaufman, 1984
*How to Identify Flowering Plant Families*: John Philip Baumgardt, 1982
*Plant Form*: Adrian D. Bell, 2008
*Plant Identification Terminology*: James G. and Melinda W. Harris, 2nd edition